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  ABSTRACT 
Julia is an emerging programming language that was designed to provide syntax 
similar to that of scripting languages, such as Python, with similar program 
execution speed to that of compiled languages, such as C. According to a survey 
conducted by Stack Overflow with nearly 65,000 developers in 2020, Julia was 
found to be one of the top 10 most loved programming languages by 
practitioners. Certain characteristics make the Julia programming language 
unique compared to other general purpose languages: (i) Julia's type system 
consists of nominal single subtyping, union types, existential types, covariant 
tuples, invariant parametric data types, and singleton types, (ii) Julia supports 
multiple dispatch that allows practitioners to define function behaviors by using 
combinations of argument types, and (iii) unlike other general purpose 
languages, Julia provides pre-compilation which enables programs to be 
executed at pre-compile time instead of load-time. 

  

Despite reported benefits regarding productivity and program execution time, 
Julia programs can include defects which can have serious consequences, for 
example, producing erroneous scientific results that can potentially misguide 
scientists. The goal of this thesis is to help practitioners and researchers to 
improve the quality of Julia programs by deriving a taxonomy of defect categories 
for Julia programs, and the developers of Julia compiler to enhance its efficiency 
by discovering the latent bugs in the compiler. We conduct our empirical study 
on two subjects - the first is on the taxonomy of defects found in Julia programs, 
and the second is on fuzzing the Julia compiler to identify previously unknown 
defects in its implementation. A taxonomy of defects for Julia programs can help 
researchers understand the nature of defects and provide guidance in prioritizing 
validation and verification activities in Julia-based software development, and 
the discovery of previously unknown bugs in the Julia compiler will help the 
concerned developers to fix them, thus increasing the compiler's performance 
and reliability. The findings of this thesis have implications for software validation 
and verification activities in Julia program development, such as defect 
localization and debugging. 
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